
Current 3-6 Month Equity Market Outlook:
We maintain our allocation positions for now. We are benchmark weight in 
stocks (60%), 10% underweight in bonds (at 20%) and 10% overweight in 
cash (at 20%). Our tactical indicators have improved but remain somewhat 
cautious, while valuation and sentiment make an intermediate-term 
contrarian case for stocks.
 
Stock/Bond Relative Valuation -- Market Implied Long-Run Growth:
The Implied Growth Model edged up from last month, but remains very low 
at just 0.2%, still far below our expected fair value range (1.5-2.0%), and 
strongly favoring equities over bonds on a valuation basis.

Small-Cap/Large-Cap Allocation:
We keep our preference for large-caps over small-caps, but recognize a 
shift in bottom-up fundamentals. Our cyclical Small-cap/Large-cap model 
is tilted toward large-caps, as is the backdrop of muted risk appetite, but 
relative earnings estimate revisions favor small-caps.
 
Topical Macro and Policy: We discuss the Fed's recent and expected 
policy tightening in light of the market's longer-term inflation expectations, 
highlighting the Fed's impending shift from "tightening" to "tight" conditions. 
We also discuss investor and analyst sentiment, with various measures 
indicating a fair amount of bad news may be priced in by now.
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We maintain our allocation positions: neutral on stocks, 
underweight bonds, and overweight cash. 

The latest update of the Global Equity Risk Model shows 
a reading of 41%, up notably again from last month's level 
and just above the 40% threshold below which risk tends to 
be highest in our work. 

So while far from signaling "all clear" for risk assets, the 
model's move from its latest lows suggests that the worst 
of the risk-off behavior has likely passed. With bonds still 
unattractive, we remain neutral on stocks and underweight 
in bonds, thus maintaining a continued overweight in cash.

Mixed messages

The market's mixed messages are showing up in the 
model's component readings: we now see three of the 
model's indicators at clearly bullish readings (70%+), while 
five are clearly bearish (below 40%), with no indicators in 
between right now. Thus the model's average of 41% does 
not reflect a consistent set of mildly negative indicators, 
but a "bimodal" split between bullish and bearish inputs.

Most of the bearish model inputs in some way reflect 
negative risk appetite, whether in equities, credit, or 
commodities. Such conditions are generally unfavorable in 
the shorter-term, as market sentiment takes time to shift.

After sustained periods of very high or very low risk appetite, 
however, the question becomes whether it has been 
excessive and thus due for a reversal. Using sentiment 
for precise timing purposes is a challenge, and is in fact 
the reason that only one of the model's eight indicators 
is a mean-reversion type sentiment indicator (the VIX 
Divergence indicator). 

However, as discussed on page 7, investor sentiment is 
quite bearish toward stocks (and bonds), and analysts have 
also turned more cautious as they have been downgrading 
US earnings forecasts in aggregate lately. The debate then 
turns to when the bad news is priced in. With the Fed's 
potential for overtightening policy being the key market risk 
right now, the focus is on how to manage that risk.

Model has improved further but still somewhat cautious

Exhibit 1: Global Equity Risk Model has improved 
from its lows, but remains somewhat cautious

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

See pages 9-10 in the Appendix for background 
information on the Global Equity Risk Model and charts 
for all eight component indicators.
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Here we briefly comment on the current messages from some of the components of the Equity Risk Model. All the charts 
for the individual indicators are always on pages 9-10.

After the latest CPI report and the continued hawkish rhetoric from Fed officials that has virtually guaranteed another 75bp 
rate hike (the third in a row) next week, and at least another 50bp in early November, it may be somewhat confusing to see 
the Fed Expectations indicator with bullish and improving readings (left chart below).

As discussed here last month, our indicator uses the difference between the two-year Treasury yield (which captures 
intermediate-term Fed policy expectations) and the three-month T-bill yield (which captures current/near-term yield 
expectations). That spread peaked in early May at nearly 200bps before falling to about 50 basis points by the end of July, 
which is about where it sits today. In this case, three-month bill yields have risen much faster than two-year yields (from 
about 0.8% at the end of April to 3.2% currently on T-bills, vs 2.72% to 3.76% for the two-year yield).

The current 3.2% T-bill yield is already notably above the 2.5% fed funds rate at the moment, as it already incorporates 
the expected rate hike this month. And while the Fed may well push rates temporarily above the current yield on the two-
year note, markets expect it will have to reverse course at some point next year in response to a weaker economy and 
slowing inflation. So as our indicator suggests, markets only see a net of around 60 basis points of overall tightening over 
the course of the next couple of years, which is not much after more than 300 basis points of tightening which will have 
occurred by November. This estimate of the amount of cumulative net tightening expected in the next two years has 
remained stable recently and is far below its recent peak, which makes our indicator more bullish now.

Our Global Metals indicator (right chart) below shows industrial metals prices lagging precious metals, typically a sign of 
slowing global growth. Thus the tightening of policy globally has already impacted some measures of growth, which is 
negative for earnings (and thus bearish in our model), but corroborates the view that "excessive" growth is much less of a 
problem for central banks than the lagging reported inflation data might suggest.

Fed remains the center of attention, but our indicator has improved. Metals prices are 
bearish but suggest tightening is already having an effect.

Exhibit 2: Even after bad CPI report and Fed comments, 2yr/3mth Treasury spread is still low vs recent history, a 
positive sign. Relative metals prices are bearish for earnings and growth, but imply less need to slow the economy.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg
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The volatility in stocks, bonds, and inflation continues, 
but in the context of our Implied Growth model, they have 
in many ways balanced each other out. This has kept the 
overall model reading in a relatively narrow range for 
months now, and continues to show stocks pricing in 
very low expectations of future real growth.

Such low long-run growth expectations typically favor 
owning stocks over bonds. And that remains our position 
on a relative valuation basis, and is the main reason we 
continue to prefer stocks to long-term bonds in our 
asset allocation (we are benchmark weight in stocks and 
10% underweight in bonds right now). 

The latest model update shows an uptick in the reading, 
now reflecting about 0.2% average annual real growth in 
US (S&P 500) earnings over the next 10-20 years. Our 
longer-term estimate for fair value on this measure is 
1.5-2.0%, which is in fact well below all of the rolling 20-
year averages since the 1990s. 

Nominal bond yields have clearly jumped, with long-
term Baa-rated corporate bonds hitting their highest 
levels since early 2016. But inflation has jumped too: 
our 12-month average core PCE inflation measure has 
rapidly risen to 4.56%, its highest since the 1980s.

This has left the estimated real yield on corporate 
bonds stuck around 1% for some time now, while the 
normalized earnings yield on equities has risen. The 
wide gap between the real bond yield and equity earnings 
yield (based on current-dollar 10-year average earnings, 
which are well below current year earnings) means 
that investors need very little future real growth for 
stocks to be more attractive than bonds, even after 
accounting for the equity risk premium (currently 2.58% 
in our model).

Stocks have indeed held up remarkably well relative to 
long-term bonds, as it is far more common for stocks to 
lag bonds during significant market corrections. We thus 
maintain our relative preference for stocks over bonds, 
while keeping in mind the mixed near-term outlook for 
risk assets.

Implied Growth ticks up, but remains very low, still favoring stocks over bonds

Exhibit 3: Higher bond yields and risk premium push 
implied growth up a bit, but it remains very low.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

See page 13 in the Appendix for background information on the 
Implied Growth Model and a long-term chart of the component 
inputs.
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Our Small-cap/Large-cap allocation model (right) tilted back 
in favor of large-caps again, continuing the recent oscillation 
between neutral and large-cap readings. We maintain our 
preference for large-caps given the macro backdrop, but 
are now keeping in mind the shift in relative bottom-up 
fundamentals that favors the Russell 2000 over the S&P 500.

The latest model update captured the recent rise in the VIX, 
shifting the signal back to neutral as market volatility has 
increased, an unfavorable backdrop for small-cap relative 
performance.

The volatility in markets is consistent with the volatility in 
economic data, as various measures of growth and inflation 
have continued to move far more than usual and are often 
conflicting.

Small-cap relative performance is tied to a combination of 1) 
how the macro backdrop affects small companies relative 
to large companies, and 2) investor risk appetite. Small-
caps have almost always been more volatile than large-caps, 
and thus investors must be willing to take on that additional 
risk in order for small-caps to outperform. 

And while small-caps remain more volatile than large-caps, 
the difference in volatility has narrowed recently from earlier 
extremes. The difference in rolling three-month volatility 
between the Russell 2000 and Russell 1000 is now back to 
historically normal levels. But risk appetite among investors 
remains depressed, and thus they are maintaining a 
preference for lower volatility (all else equal), as reflected 
in our equity factor work.

The bottom-up earnings fundamentals, by contrast, are 
now looking much better for small-caps (Russell 2000) 
than for large-caps (S&P 500), to a degree not seen in 
many years (bottom chart, right). Cap-weighted revisions for 
large-caps are well below those of small-caps, suggesting 
the former headwind for small-caps has shifted to being a 
tailwind. Relative revisions are likely not enough to make 
investors pile into small-caps if risk appetite remains low 
and conditions like surging short-term rates are in place. 
But it may mute the relative impacts on returns somewhat, 
helping to explain the recent tilt in relative returns.

Cyclical indicators keep a large-cap tilt, while relative revisions favor small-caps

Exhibit 4: Small-cap/Large-cap Model returns to 
neutral reading. Small-cap benchmark comparison 
shows notable differences in fundamentals.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

See pages 11-12 in the Appendix for background 
information on the Small-cap/Large-Cap Model and 
charts for all six component indicators.
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The August CPI report released this week was 
significantly worse than expected, prompting a further 
rise in bond yields and cementing expectations for more 
aggressive rate hikes by the Fed.

Despite the "hot" CPI reports, the level of expected 
inflation in five-year inflation swaps (the most direct way 
to bet on future inflation) has held in the 2.8-3.0% range 
since early July, and was recently trading around 2.9%. 

Markets clearly still expect inflation to slow sharply 
from its current high levels, and are likely watching more 
current or forward-looking indicators like commodity 
prices and supply chain conditions. The Fed's measure 
of supply chain pressure (chart right) remains elevated 
versus history but has been falling steadily and rapidly 
from its peak for several months now as supply improves 
and demand eases.

Fed moving rapidly from "tightening" to "tight" monetary policy

Exhibit 5: Supply chain issues remain elevated but are 
fading rapidly, which should moderate inflation pressures.
Fed funds rate is about to cross well ahead of 5-year 
inflation expectations, signaling much tighter policy.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

Until now, the Fed has arguably been "tightening" policy rapidly but has not yet reached "tight" policy, which could be 
viewed as having policy rates meaningfully above expected future inflation rates (not trailing reported inflation). The chart 
below shows the fed funds rate actual level to present and the consensus expectations through year-end 2022 based on 
current futures prices (shaded area). It shows that the 75bp hike expected this month (to 3.25%) will push real policy 
rates above zero, and then potentially further to the tightest levels since the mid-2000s if policy rates reach 4% by 
year end and inflation expectations remain where they are. The impacts of tight policy next year are likely the reason 
markets expect the Fed to have to reverse course during 2023 as the economy slows more and supply returns, bringing 
inflation down with it.
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Inflation is high and the Fed is tightening aggressively. 
Europe is facing an energy crisis amid the ongoing war in 
Ukraine. China's economy remains under serious pressure. 
So there is plenty of bad news in the headlines lately, 
and markets have responded. Stocks and bonds are both 
showing double-digit negative year-to-date returns at the 
same time, a rare feat.

As always with markets, the question is how much is 
already known and discounted in the price? Our Implied 
Growth model (p. 4) suggests long-run growth expectations 
are very low. But what about on a more tactical basis?

Investor sentiment surveys like Investors Intelligence 
and Consensus Inc. (below) show very low proportions 
of bullish responses. This suggests a lot of people are 
already bearish, and are corroborated by other surveys of 
institutional investors. Analysts, having been heavily biased 
toward raising earnings estimates last year, have shifted 
and cut forecasts for this year and particularly next year 
already (chart right). 

Investors and analysts have become more pessimistic -- is it enough?

Exhibit 6: Investor sentiment surveys show widespread bearishness relative to historical norms. Analysts have also 
already reduced earnings forecasts significantly. Sentiment can always get worse, but these readings suggest a significant 
amount of negative news is already priced in.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

Are these readings sufficiently extreme to signal a bottom? 
It is hard to tell, but it certainly says there is not excessive 
optimism, and such readings tend to be followed by better 
returns over 6-12 month horizons, but not necessarily on a 
short-term horizon. We cannot be near-term bullish given 
the below-average readings on our Equity Risk Model, 
but the valuation and sentiment readings would argue 
against excessive underweights in equities looking out 
six months or more.
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Hypothetical Performance Tracking

GLOBAL ASSET ALLOCATION (STOCKS/BONDS/CASH) 

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

The charts and tables below show indicative hypothetical tracking results for the allocation recommendations published 
in this report. See important disclosures below.

US SMALL-CAP/LARGE-CAP ALLOCATION 

Results assume 100% investment in large-caps (Russell 1000, ETF ticker 
IWB) or small-caps (Russell 2000, ETF ticker IWM) or the 50/50 large/small 
benchmark as published for the date range indicated.  

Results assume allocation to the ACWI index (ETF ticker ACWI), US long-term 
Treasury bonds (ETF ticker TLT) and US cash-like holdings (ETF ticker SHV) 
relative to a benchmark of 60% stocks, 30% bonds, 10% cash, as published for 
the date range indicated. Always use caution in interpreting results for short 
time periods.

Note: Results shown here do not reflect any actual trading and are for 
informational purposes only. They do not include important considerations 
such as transactions costs, taxes, fees or other expenses. Past performance is 
no guarantee of future results.
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Indicator Appendix

GLOBAL EQUITY RISK MODEL

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

The charts below show all of the component indicators of the Global Equity Risk Model (eight indicators) 
and Small-cap/Large-cap Model (six indicators) for reference.

The Global Equity Risk Model is a composite of eight individual indicators designed to forecast returns and risk for high-risk versus low-
risk assets over the next one to six months. We focus on stocks versus bonds but other high vs. low-risk asset pairs typically follow similar 
patterns. 
Each of the eight indicators generates a percentile (0-100%) reading, with 100% being the most favorable for high-risk assets. The final 
model reading is an equally-weighted average of the eight percentile scores. High indicator readings tend to forecast both higher returns 
and lower volatility for risky assets. The eight indicators are comprised of four equity market-derived indicators and four cross-asset 
indicators from fixed income and commodity markets. The charts below show the most recent three years of data, but the model's history 
extends back to 1992. Additional information is available on request.
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GLOBAL EQUITY RISK MODEL (CONTINUED)

Indicator Appendix

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg
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Indicator Appendix
SMALL-CAP/LARGE-CAP MODEL

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

The Small-cap/Large-cap Model is a six-indicator composite using market and economic inputs designed to help identify the stage of the 
US market/economic cycle. It is based on the idea that small-caps have tended to outperform most reliably in the early stages of a new 
cycle (coming out of a trough) while large-caps tend to outperform later in a cycle, especially on a risk-adjusted basis. Each of the six 
indicators has either one or two threshold levels which identify periods favorable for small-caps, large-caps, or neutral readings. The final 
model reading is the net proportion of signals favoring small-caps.

As a cyclical model, it forecasts relative returns of small-caps versus large-caps on a six- to 12-month horizon, which some signals lasting 
significantly longer. The charts below show the most recent five years of data, but the model's history extends back to 1986. Additional 
information is available on request.
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SMALL-CAP/LARGE-CAP MODEL (CONTINUED)

Indicator Appendix

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg
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IMPLIED GROWTH MODEL

Indicator Appendix

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

The Implied Growth Model uses market data and 
valuation theory to estimate the equity market’s current 
implied long-term real earnings growth expectations. 
We compare expected returns for equities with those of 
corporate bonds to derive this estimate, which we can 
then compare to our economic outlook to gauge whether 
equities are priced for future earnings growth that is 
consistent with our economic expectations or not.

A very high implied growth rate could mean one of two 
things: economic and corporate profit growth will in fact 
be very strong in subsequent years, or investors are 
overly optimistic and equity prices are too high relative 
to corporate bond yields. A very low implied growth rate 
could have the reverse interpretations: either growth will 
in fact be very low, or equities are undervalued relative to 
corporate bonds. Thus the implied earnings growth rate 
can be used as a way to analyze the valuation of equities 
relative to bonds.

The chart at right plots the full history of the Implied 
Growth Model and its primary components. 

The top section plots the real (inflation-adjusted) 
Bloomberg Barclays Baa-rated long-term corporate bond 
yield (blue line), adjusted using the smoothed yearly 
change in the core Personal Consumption Expenditures 
(PCE) Price Index, and the cyclically adjusted S&P 500 
earnings yield (red line), which is based on trailing 10-
year average operating EPS adjusted to current dollars. 

The second section plots the difference between the real 
bond yield and the earnings yield. The third section plots 
the estimated equity risk premium over corporate bonds, 
which is based on the growth rate of the US Leading 
Economic Indicators. Weaker expected economic growth 
corresponds to a higher equity risk premium.

The bottom section plots the result of the model’s 
calculations, which is an estimate at each point in time 
of the market’s implicit forecast of long-run (20+ year) 
future average annual real earnings growth. In the long 
run, real earnings growth should approximate the growth 
in real GDP, with allowances for global influences, 
structural policy changes, etc.

Additional information available on request.
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